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Abstract: This study examines the gain and phase margins (GPMs) based robust stability margins in the parameter space of fractional order proportional-integral (FOPI) controller for a micro-grid (MG) system with communication time delays. Fluctuations in renewable energy sources (RESs), uncertainties in parameters of system components and communication delays could adversely affect the dynamical analysis and frequency stability of the MG system. Such a MG system has an interval characteristic due to the parametric variations and the interval transfer functions defined by Kharitonov’s theorem, which presents a solution for checking of robust stability. Therefore, this study addresses the robust stability regions containing a set of robust FOPI controller gains for all possible transfer functions of the MG system by a simple graphical method working in controller parameter space. In this way, the impact of fractional order degree of integral controller on the robust stability regions is exhaustively examined by the graphical method. Additionally, robust performance of the interval MG system in terms of design specifications including GPMs is analyzed, and the effect of GPMs on the robust regions is investigated by the graphical method. Results indicate that GPM parameters provide the desirable performances for the MG and fractional order of integral controller considerably increases the robustness of the stability margin of the MG when compared with the integer order PI controller.
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1. Introduction
Together with development of renewable energy technologies, the integration of distributed generations (DGs) such as photovoltaic (PV) systems and wind turbine (WT) into power systems have been gradually increased to reduce the detrimental effects of traditional power generations on the environmental and economic concerns [1, 2]. The equipment such as micro-turbine (MT), fuel cell (FC) - electrolyzer (ES), communication infrastructures, and various load groups along with renewable energy sources (RESs) constitute the main components of a small-scale micro-grid (MG) [3–5]. MGs have following important advantages in terms of stable and economic operation of power systems: (i) to meet regional power generation needs, (ii) to improve the security and reliability of power systems, (iv) to decrease the transmission cost at distribution level and to economically
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operate the generation units during peak time [1, 3]. Since MGs are a small part of power systems, they could be operated in grid connected mode and islanded mode [5]. In grid connected mode, MGs become more powerful and stable than the islanded mode because of their interconnection with the main grid. While in the islanded mode, MGs transfer power to/from storage units for keeping the active and reactive power balance. However, the islanded MGs cannot tolerate large disturbances like variations in RESs and sudden power fluctuations [6]. Besides, [6, 7] report that high level integration of RESs into MGs leads to the lack of inertia, which is required to increase the reliability and security of the system. These challenges could degrade power quality of the MGs and even leads to instability.

MGs are responsible for keeping the stable frequency profile as an indication of system reliability and security during load disturbance events. For this objective, a MG central controller (MGCC), which is equipped with open communication networks [5] is employed to keep the system frequency and voltage in acceptable nominal values. The MGCC with communication networks could usually mitigate the frequency deviations by implementing the traditional load frequency control (LFC) based on proportional-integral (PI) or proportional integral-derivative (PID) [8]. The main goals of MGCC are to receive various measurements from each DG, to transmit the control information to local primary controllers via communication channels and to adjust the real power set-points of each DG for economic operation of MGs [3, 9–11]. Due to the utilization of the communication networks, the time delay issue of the MG LFC systems is inevitable. The time delay term as an exponential expression is introduced to the secondary control loop of MG system. The networked-induced time delays for the information transmission could be random or unknown depending upon considerations such as inner mechanism of communication channels, network load and communication medium [5, 12, 13]. Even though MGCC needs support from the communication networks to maintain the stable operation of system, the network-induced communication delays deteriorate dynamic performance and may destabilize the system [5, 9] When the communication requirement of the LFC system exceeds the delay margin value known as maximum allowable delay, the system frequency deviation and dynamic performance exhibit an unstable behaviour [3, 5, 11].

Uncertainties in communication time delays, external disturbances (wind, solar and load uncertainties) and varying system parameters are significant challenges for robust frequency stability of MG systems. In the literature, sliding mode control, $H_{\infty}$ and $\mu$ synthesis controls were implemented to improve the robust frequency stabilization of MGs having parametric uncertainties [14, 15]. Also, the robust stability of frequency and voltage for the MGs with parametric uncertainties was guaranteed by finite-time secondary control method [16]. For the design of robust controller parameters against the uncertainties of system parameters, many studies have proposed Kharitonov’s theorem based only on four polynomials for checking the stability of interval plants whose parameters are varied in a prescribed interval [17–19]. The study reported in [17] utilized this theorem to tune the integer order PI (IOP1) controllers for robust LFC design of the MG with/without time delay. This technique was efficiently implemented to maintain the robust frequency stability and to obtain a set of robust controller parameters for conventional power systems with IOP1 [18, 19] and fractional order PI (FOPI) controller [20–22] and to design the controller parameters for robust voltage stability of islanded MG systems [23]. Finally, the study reported in [24] proposed an adaptive robust control model to coordinate multi-MGs control system. Stability evaluation methods considering uncertainty, such as various perturbations and communication failure, were proposed to analyze delay-independent system using Lyapunov stability without delay. In order to eliminate the adverse effects of delay caused by wide-area measurement, an active disturbance rejection
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stabilizer is designed.

Although IOPI controllers have been efficiently used for the delay-dependent stability analysis and robust system analysis due to their practicable structure and simplicity, the FOPI controllers offer more flexibility and more degree of freedom to improve the system performance towards parametric uncertainty and external disturbances [20–22]. The outstanding performance of FO controllers has attracted the attention of researchers to implement the controller type in MG frequency control systems. Many research studies optimized the FOPI/FOPID parameters using various optimization techniques and investigated the robustness and stability analysis of MG LFC system under load perturbations, variations in renewable energy sources, and various failures [25, 26]. Additionally, the study reported in [27] proposed the enhanced fractional order fuzzy PID controller for frequency regulation of an AC micro-grid. This study conducted the sensitivity analysis to validate the robustness of the proposed controller parameters under variations parameters and communication delay, and then the accuracy of practical feasibility of the proposed method and obtained results was shown by the real-time simulator. Another study [28] carried out the type-2 fuzzy fractional-order PD-PI controller for frequency regulation of the MG system, and the robustness of proposed method against several uncertainties was investigated by real-time simulator. Considering the impact of FOPI controller on the robust stability for the MG working in uncertain environment, this paper investigates the robust stability regions of the MG system including both FOPI and communication time delay using Kharitonov’s theorem, emphasizing first contributions of this paper. For this, all possible characteristic polynomials described by Kharitonov theorem for the interval MG system are first obtained. Then, a simple graphical method, well known as stability boundary locus (SBL) method, is applied to all obtained possible characteristic equations for the interval MG system. By equating the imaginary and real parts of the characteristic polynomial of the MG system to zero, the procedure easily identifies all stabilizing PI controller parameters in the parameters plane of PI controller [29, 30]. Consequently, the robust stability region in PI controller plane for the interval system could be extracted from the intersection of the all possible stability regions identified by SBL method. The method was efficiently implemented to investigate the stability regions of a time-delayed MG with gain and phase margins (GPMs) [3], a time-delayed MG enhanced by the electric vehicle [31], a conventional power systems with time delay [32–34], large wind turbine systems with FOPI controller [35] and a time-delayed MG including FOPI [36, 37]. The robust stability analysis of the fractional order/integer order interval systems with parametric uncertainties using Kharitonov theorem have been a topic of interest of researchers. [20] designed the robust FOPID controller gains by using sixteen Kharitonov polynomials for LFC system with reheated turbine where the four Kharitonov polynomials for both numerator and denominator polynomials of the open loop transfer function are defined. In the same study, eight Kharitonov polynomials for LFC system with nonreheated turbine is employed to obtain the robust stability region. [21] defined four Kharitonov polynomials for both numerator and denominator polynomials of the open loop transfer function of the each frequency control area by decoupling the two-area LFC system with uncertainty parameters, resulting in total sixteen Kharitonov polynomials. Moreover, [38] proposed the incorporation of the Kharitonov and Edge theorems for the robust stability analysis of fractional order interval systems with fractional order controller. The proposed incorporation was applied to the different fractional order interval systems with parametric uncertainty and was presented the important results.

From a practical perspective, not only robust stability regions but also frequency domain specifications such as gain margin (GM) and phase margin (PM) providing robust performance of the MG must also be taken into account along with robust stability margins to achieve all admissible robust PI controller gains. The consideration of GM and PM also enables us to choose flexible PI controller coefficients for practical
frequency responses regarding frequency domain design specifications such as shorter settling time, overshoot, and minimum deviation, which is the second main contribution of the study. In order to identify the user-defined GPM specifications, a gain-phase margin tester (GPMT) is inserted to forward part of controller [39]. Focusing on GPM based robust stability regions of the MG with FOPI controller, the significant contributions of this study are listed as follows:

- Robust stability regions of MG system including FOPI controller under parametric uncertainties are computed by SBL method and Kharitonov’s theorem.

- The impact of fractional order of integral controller on the robust stability regions is exhaustively investigated. The results indicate that FOPI controller significantly improves the robust stability regions and, thus, increases robustness margin towards gain variations of the FC-ES and MT systems.

- The GPM based robust FOPI controller parameters against parametric variations of MG system are obtained to analyze the effect of GPMs on the robust regions.

- Finally, performances of robust stability regions are investigated by time domain simulations during external disturbances like various loads, wind and solar power fluctuations [40]. The simulation results show that selected controller gains from GPM based robust stability regions improve dynamic performance of system, and FOPI controller exhibits a more attractive performance as compared with IOPI controller.

The remaining article is structured as following: Section II presents the description and dynamical model of the MG system including time delays and FOPI controller. Section III provides the implementation of Kharitonov’s theorem and SBL method. Section IV gives FOPI and GPMs based robust stability regions and simulation studies while Section V concludes the paper.

2. Description and dynamical modelling of the MG system studied

Modern MGs are usually known as cyber physical energy systems (CPES) which perform various control functions and coordinate all DG units via communication networks. While physical layers of CPES include the dispersed power networks such as WT, PV, MT, and FC, cyber layers contain local and centralized controllers equipped with communication networks used to manage and to monitor the security and reliability of the system [41]. Accordingly, Figure 1 represents schematic diagram of a small-scale MG that is composed of WT, PV, FC, MT, ES, MGCC, and communication networks. Here, a gas based MT system is installed to supply the base load and its power is controlled by local controller and MGCC. Additionally, a FC to provide the power support to MT during peak times is installed. Due to intermittent nature of solar and wind powers, the small scale MG system faces with some stability challenges in keeping the frequency stabilization [6, 7]. The unstable feature of the wind and solar sources leads to sudden real power unbalance resulting in large frequency fluctuations[3, 11]. Although the MT system is placed to balance the sudden power changes owing to its dynamical capability, it could not alleviate fast frequency fluctuations due to its slow dynamic behavior. For this reason, the ES is used to rapidly respond to the power fluctuations arisen from wind and solar generations and to avoid larger frequency deviation [2]. For this purpose, the ES as the real power observer is employed to enhance the dynamical stability of MG. The two key advantages of ES are as follows: i) it is to provide the load controllable operation for the MG system, ii) it is to produce hydrogen using power generated in WT and PV, and, hence, the fuel stored in hydrogen tank is converted to electrical power by FC [2]. Therefore,
the power consumption of ES depending upon frequency error of the system is adjusted by MGCC. Installed capacities of the generation units and local loads are considered as WT of 100 kW, PV of 25 kW, FC of 5 kW, ES of 70 kW, MT of 100 kW and load group of 80 kW [2]. The system base is 100kW. CPES has emerged as a significant tool to improve the capability of computational, communication and control of MGs. However, major challenges such as cyber-attacks, false data injections, communication network failures, any failures in the physical components could considerably affect the security and reliability of CPES [41].

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of MG system.

The dynamics of MG-LFC system without/with time delays are usually expressed by a set of differential-algebraic and/or nonlinear differential equations [42]. When the MG-LFC system is subjected to a small disturbance, linearizing the nonlinear equations around an equilibrium point, linearized state-space equations of the system is computed. The linearized models are sufficient to evaluate the steady-state or small-signal stability of the MG-LFC around a stable operating point [41]. Therefore, in order to investigate the stability analysis and dynamic behavior of the CPES, linearized first order transfer functions for each component of a MG system as shown in Figure 2 are used. In this model, frequency deviation ($\Delta f(s)$) and control signals
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\((U_c(s))\) represented by dashed lines show cyber signals of the MG, whereas MT, FC, ES, loads represent the physical components of MG system. Primary control side is composed of ES, FC, and MT model consisting of a local controller and a droop characteristic control. The function of droop control mechanism is to make a proper set point for meeting the active and reactive power demand and, thus, to manage the coordination among all DGs. Also, a PI based local controller is utilized to control power sharing among DGs [1]. Simplified transfer functions of MT and local control unit are given as follows:

\[
G_{MT}(s) = \frac{\Delta f}{\Delta P_T} = \frac{1}{Ms + D}
\]  

\[
G_{LC}(s) = K_{PL} + \frac{K_{IL}}{s}
\]  

Referring to the charging/discharging of a battery energy storage device [2], the FC and ES are expressed by a first-order transfer function as follows:

\[
G_{FC}(s) = \frac{\Delta P_{FC}}{\Delta f} = \frac{K_{FC}}{1 + T_{FC}s}
\]  

\[
G_{ES}(s) = \frac{\Delta P_{ES}}{\Delta f} = \frac{K_{ES}}{1 + T_{ES}s}
\]  

In Figure 2, \(\Delta P_{ES}\), \(\Delta P_{FC}\) and \(\Delta P_{MT}\) represent changes in output power of ES, FC, and MT, respectively. \(K_{MT}\), \(K_{PL}\) and \(K_{IL}\) represent local controller parameters and drop characteristic of MT. Whereas, \(K_{ES}\), \(T_{ES}\), \(K_{FC}\) and \(T_{FC}\) denote time constants and gains of the electrolyser and fuel cell, respectively. Also, \(M\) and \(D\) are inertia and damping constants of the MT, respectively. Here, the FOPI based MGCC is adopted to secondary control level of MG:

\[
G_{CC}(s, \lambda) = K_{PC} + \frac{K_{IC}}{s^\lambda}
\]  

where \(K_{PC}\) and \(K_{IC}\) are the gains of MGCC PI controller. Also, \(\lambda\) represents fractional order of integral controller and its value could be selected in a range of \((0,2)\) [18]. In this model, total electrical power in the MG system is the algebraic summation of power consumption and generation as follows:

\[
\Delta P_T = \Delta P_{FC} + \Delta P_{MT} + \Delta P_{WT} + \Delta P_{PV} - \Delta P_L - \Delta P_{ES}
\]  

where \(\Delta P_L\), \(\Delta P_{PV}\) and \(\Delta P_{WT}\) are deviations in load demand (as total of residential and industrial loads), solar power, wind power, respectively. Random power fluctuations in wind and solar powers and load demand are performed by standard deviations \(dP_L\), \(dP_{WT}\) and \(dP_{PV}\) [3, 43]:

\[
\begin{align*}
    dP_L &= 0.6\sqrt{P_L} \\
    dP_{PV} &= 0.7\sqrt{P_{PV}} \\
    dP_{WT} &= 0.8\sqrt{P_{WT}}
\end{align*}
\]  

The random fluctuations of output power are multiplied with corresponding standard deviations and hence the load demand, wind and solar power outputs could be easily simulated in Matlab/Simulink [40]. Finally, \(\tau\) represents total communication time delays for receiving/transmitting the data between MGCC and DGs. The
delay term is modeled as an exponential transfer function of $e^{-s\tau}$ and assumed to be constant. In order to define the desired frequency specifications, the GPMT as a “virtual compensator” is introduced to the feed forward part in MGCC loop of the MG illustrated in Figure 2 and written as:

$$C(A, \phi) = Ae^{-j\phi}$$ (8)

where $\phi$ and $A$ represent phase margin and gain margin, respectively. In order to compute the robust stability regions and to implement Kharitonov’s theorem to the time-delayed MG including FOC, the transfer function $G_P(s)$ of the MG system could be obtained as:

$$G_P(s) = \frac{\Delta f(s)}{\Delta X_C(s)} = \frac{N(s)}{D(s)} = \frac{b_2s^2 + b_1s + b_0}{a_3s^3 + a_2s^2 + a_1s + a_0}$$ (9)

where $N(s)$ and $D(s)$ are numerator and denominator polynomials of $G_P(s)$, respectively. Coefficients of these polynomials, $b_i (i = 0, 1, 2)$ and $a_i (i = 0, 1, 2, 3)$ are the constant coefficients in terms of MT and FC-ES system parameters given as (25) in Appendix.

3. Calculation of the robust stability regions

3.1. Implementation of Kharitonov’s theorem

In practical and real power systems, system parametric uncertainty and modelling errors could degrade system performance and lead to instability of the system. Kharitonov’s theorem, which is an expansion of Routh–Hurwitz stability theorem is implemented to tackle the robustness concern of system transfer function (9) whose coefficients vary in the prescribed upper and lower limits. The transfer function having perturbed coefficients is described as an interval polynomial. Kharitonov’s theorem aims to test and provide robust stability of the system using the interval polynomial that is a set of polynomials forming the uncertain parameters. The theorem uses only four polynomials satisfying conditions of Routh–Hurwitz stability theorem to investigate the robust stability of (9). The four Kharitonov polynomials for both numerator and denominator polynomials of the

![Figure 2. Dynamical model of MG system including FOPI controller.](image)
interval MG system are expressed as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
N_1(s) &= b_0 + b_1 s + b_2 s^2 \\
N_2(s) &= b_0 + b_1 s + b_2 s^2 \\
N_3(s) &= b_0 + b_1 s + b_2 s^2 \\
N_4(s) &= b_0 + b_1 s + b_2 s^2
\end{align*}
\tag{10}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
D_1(s) &= a_0 + a_1 s + a_2 s^2 + a_3 s^3 \\
D_2(s) &= a_0 + a_1 s + a_2 s^2 + a_3 s^3 \\
D_3(s) &= a_0 + a_1 s + a_2 s^2 + a_3 s^3 \\
D_4(s) &= a_0 + a_1 s + a_2 s^2 + a_3 s^3
\end{align*}
\tag{11}
\]

where \(N_k(s)\) and \(D_l(s)\) \((k, l = 1, 2, 3, 4)\) are known as vertex polynomials described for the numerator and denominator of the transfer function \(G_P(s)\) given in (9). The vertex polynomials proposed by Kharitonov will be used to evaluate system robustness [17, 18]. The coefficients of vertex polynomials \(a_i \leq a_i \leq \bar{a}_i\), \(\bar{a}_i, \bar{a}_i \neq 0, i = 0, 1, 2, 3\) and \(\bar{b}_i \leq b_i \leq \bar{b}_i\) \((\bar{b}_i, \bar{b}_i \neq 0, i = 0, 1, 2)\) represent the lower and upper limits of perturbed system parameters of the interval MG. It is to be noted that drop characteristic of MT, FC-ES, system inertia, and damping have the perturbed parameters. The interval coefficients of (10) and (11) showing the variations of system parameters are presented in (26) of Appendix. Considering all combinations of four numerator Kharitonov polynomials \((N_1(s)\) to \(N_4(s)\)) and four denominator Kharitonov polynomials \((D_1(s)\) to \(D_4(s)\)), the family of Kharitonov transfer functions are constituted as follows:

\[
G_P(s) = \left\{ G_{P_{k,l}}(s) \bigg| G_{P_{k,l}}(s) = \frac{N_k(s)}{D_l(s)} k, l = 1, 2, 3, 4 \right\}
\tag{12}
\]

where \(k\) and \(l\) notations imply Kharitonov’s transfer function corresponding to \(k^{th}\) numerator and \(l^{th}\) denominator. Therefore, \(G_{P_{k,l}}(s)\) represents one of total sixteen Kharitonov transfer functions formed for the interval MG plant as \(G_P \in \{ G_{P_{1,1}}, G_{P_{1,2}}, ..., G_{P_{4,3}}, G_{P_{4,4}} \}\). The sixteen transfer functions constitute an interval polynomial family given in (12) and are utilized to obtain the set of Kharitonov characteristic polynomials in controller parameter design of the MG including FOPI. It is said that the interval MG system will be stable if Routh–Hurwitz stable test is satisfied for each of sixteen characteristic equation [17–19]. It should be noted that the studied MG LFC system is an integer order system and only PI controller structure is fractional order. Therefore, the robust stability of an interval system by Kharitonov theorem is typically assessed by using the open loop transfer function model where uncertainty parameters exist [17, 18, 20, 21].

3.2. Identification of stability regions

This section presents the computation of GPM-based stability regions that contain all stabilizing FOPI controller parameters of any transfer function given in (12) for a finite \(\tau\). The system characteristic equation including GPM specifications for one of mentioned sixteen transfer functions should be written in the following form:

\[
\Delta(s, \lambda, \tau) = P(s, \lambda) + Q(s, \lambda)e^{-(s\tau+j\phi)} = 0
\tag{13}
\]
where \( P(s, \lambda) \) and \( Q(s, \lambda) \) polynomials of the characteristic equation is given as:

\[
P(s, \lambda) = p_5 s^{4+\lambda} + p_4 s^{3+\lambda} + p_3 s^{2+\lambda} + p_2 s^{1+\lambda} + p_1 s^\lambda + q_0
\]

\[
Q(s, \lambda) = q_4 s^{4+\lambda} + q_3 s^{3+\lambda} + q_2 s^{2+\lambda} + q_1 s^{1+\lambda} + q_0
\]

(14)

where \( q \) and \( p \) are real coefficients of \( Q(s, \lambda) \) and \( P(s, \lambda) \) polynomials depending on MG system parameters expressed as (27) in Appendix. It is to be noted from (27) that the coefficients of \( Q(s, \lambda) \) polynomial involve the gain margin (\( A \)) specification. In order to identify the stability regions, the characteristic polynomial of (13) in terms of FOPI controller parameters \((K_{PC}, K_{IC})\) is first rearranged for \( s = j\omega_c \) with \( \omega_c > 0 \) is given as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\Delta(j\omega_c, \lambda, r) &= p_5 j\omega_c^{4+\lambda} + p_4 j\omega_c^{3+\lambda} + p_3 j\omega_c^{2+\lambda} + p_2 j\omega_c^{1+\lambda} + p_1 j\omega_c^\lambda + \\
K_{PC} &\left(q'_4(j\omega_c)^{4+\lambda} + q'_3(j\omega_c)^{3+\lambda} + q'_2(j\omega_c)^{2+\lambda} + q'_1(j\omega_c)^{1+\lambda} + q'_0 \right) e^{-j(\omega_c r + \phi)} + \\
K_{IC} &\left(q''_4(j\omega_c)^{4+\lambda} + q''_3(j\omega_c)^{3+\lambda} + q''_2(j\omega_c)^{2+\lambda} + q''_1(j\omega_c)^{1+\lambda} + q''_0 \right) e^{-j(\omega_c r + \phi)} = 0
\end{align*}
\]

(15)

Note that \( q' \) and \( q'' \) are coefficients not including \((K_{PC} \text{ and } K_{IC})\) controller parameters of \( Q(s, \lambda) \) polynomial given in (13), respectively, and these coefficients depending on MG system parameters are expressed as (27) in Appendix. Substituting the mathematical identities of exponential term \( e^{-j(\omega_c r + \phi)} \) and \( j^\lambda \) into (15), we can easily obtain the characteristic polynomial in which real and imaginary parts are separated:

\[
\begin{align*}
e^{-j(\omega_c r + \phi)} &= \cos(\omega_c r + \phi) - j \sin(\omega_c r + \phi) \\
j^\lambda &= \cos\left(\frac{\lambda \pi}{2}\right) + j \sin\left(\frac{\lambda \pi}{2}\right)
\end{align*}
\]

(16)

\[
\begin{align*}
\Delta(j\omega_c, \lambda, r) &= \Re(\Delta(j\omega_c, \lambda, r)) + j \Im(\Delta(j\omega_c, \lambda, r)) = 0 \\
\Delta(j\omega_c, \lambda, r) &= K_{PC} A_1(\omega_c) + K_{IC} B_1(\omega_c) + C_1(\omega_c) + j [K_{PC} A_2(\omega_c) + K_{IC} B_2(\omega_c) + C_2(\omega_c)] = 0
\end{align*}
\]

(17)

Where, \( \Re(\bullet) \) and \( \Im(\bullet) \) are real and imaginary parts of \( \Delta(j\omega_c, \lambda, r) \), respectively. Equating both imaginary and real parts of \( \Delta(j\omega_c, \lambda, r) \) in (17) in which unknowns are \((K_{PC} \text{ and } K_{IC})\) to zero, we obtain:

\[
\begin{align*}
K_{PC} A_1(\omega_c) + K_{IC} B_1(\omega_c) + C_1(\omega_c) &= 0 \\
K_{PC} A_2(\omega_c) + K_{IC} B_2(\omega_c) + C_2(\omega_c) &= 0
\end{align*}
\]

(18)

where the coefficients of \( A_1(\omega_c), B_1(\omega_c) \) and \( C_1(\omega_c) \) \((i = 1, 2)\) polynomials are as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
A_1(\omega_c) &= (q'_4 \omega_c^\lambda - q'_3 \omega_c^{\lambda+1}) \cos\left(\frac{\lambda \pi}{2} - \phi - \tau \omega_c\right) + \left(q'_4 \omega_c^{\lambda+1} - q'_2 \omega_c^{\lambda+4}\right) \sin\left(\frac{\lambda \pi}{2} - \phi - \tau \omega_c\right) \\
B_1(\omega_c) &= (q''_0 - q''_2 \omega_c^\lambda) \cos(\tau \omega_c + \phi) + (q''_4 \omega_c^{\lambda+3} - q''_2 \omega_c^\lambda) \sin(\tau \omega_c + \phi) \\
C_1(\omega_c) &= (p_1 - p_3 \omega_c^\lambda + p_5 \omega_c^\lambda) \omega_c^{\lambda} \cos(\lambda \pi/2) + (p_4 \omega_c^\lambda - p_2 \omega_c^{\lambda} \omega_c^\lambda) \sin(\lambda \pi/2) \\
A_2(\omega_c) &= (q'_4 \omega_c^\lambda - q'_3 \omega_c^{\lambda+1}) \sin\left(\frac{\lambda \pi}{2} - \phi - \tau \omega_c\right) + \left(q'_2 \omega_c^{\lambda+4} - q'_4 \omega_c^{\lambda+1}\right) \cos\left(\frac{\lambda \pi}{2} - \phi - \tau \omega_c\right) \\
B_2(\omega_c) &= (q''_0 - q''_2 \omega_c^\lambda) \sin(\tau \omega_c + \phi) + (q''_4 \omega_c^{\lambda+3} - q''_2 \omega_c^{\lambda+3}) \cos(\tau \omega_c + \phi) \\
C_2(\omega_c) &= (p_1 - p_3 \omega_c^\lambda + p_5 \omega_c^\lambda) \omega_c^{\lambda} \sin(\lambda \pi/2) + (p_4 \omega_c^{\lambda} - p_2 \omega_c^{\lambda} \omega_c^{\lambda}) \cos(\lambda \pi/2).
\end{align*}
\]

(19)

Depending on \( \omega_c \) crossing frequency, we then solve (20) to achieve the stability boundary loci \( \ell(K_{PC}, K_{IC}, \omega_c) \) in the \((K_{PC}, K_{IC})\) space.

\[
\begin{align*}
K_{PC} &= \frac{B_1(\omega_c) C_2(\omega_c) - B_2(\omega_c) C_1(\omega_c)}{A_1(\omega_c) B_2(\omega_c) - A_2(\omega_c) B_1(\omega_c)} \\
K_{IC} &= \frac{A_2(\omega_c) C_1(\omega_c) - A_1(\omega_c) C_2(\omega_c)}{A_1(\omega_c) B_2(\omega_c) - A_2(\omega_c) B_1(\omega_c)}
\end{align*}
\]

(20)
With the help of (18) and (20), complex roots boundaries (CRBs) and real roots boundaries (RRBs) of SBL or stability regions for the MG system are determined. CRBs of stability regions are determined by sweeping the crossing frequencies for a range of \( \omega_c \in [\omega_e, \bar{\omega}_c] \) in (20). In addition to these stability boundaries, the characteristic equation (13) of MG system has some roots on the origin through \( j\omega \)-axis. For \( \omega_c = 0 \), it is clear from (20) that \( A_1(0), C_1(0), A_2(0), C_2(0) \) is equal to zero except for \( B_1(\omega_c = 0) \neq 0 \) and \( B_2(\omega_c = 0) \neq 0 \). This means that such a crossing through the origin will happen only for \( K_{IC} = 0 \) \([29, 30]\). These CRB and RRB loci divide the \((K_{PC}, K_{IC})\) –plane into unstable and stable regions of the MG system. Sixteen Kharitonov characteristic polynomials represented by \( \Delta_n(s, \lambda, \tau) \) \((n = 1, 2, \ldots, 16)\) in manner of (13) could be concluded for sixteen MG transfer functions given in (12). Although the Kharitonov characteristic polynomials with fractional order are computed due to fractional order degree of integral controller, it is to be noted that the all possible open loop transfer functions of the MG plant is integer order \([20, 21]\). The procedure mentioned in (14)-(20) is applied to Kharitonov characteristic polynomial corresponding to each of sixteen open loop transfer functions in (12) to identify the all PI controller gains ensuring the stability of relevant open loop transfer function. Consequently, the set of the sixteen stability regions involving the all stabilizing values of PI controller parameters for interval MG system could be computed \([20, 21]\). Intersecting the sixteen stability regions, the robust stability region containing the robust PI controller gains for the interval MG system is defined as follows:

\[
\ell_f(K_{PC}, K_{IC}, \omega_c) = \bigcap_{n=1}^{16} \ell_n(K_{PC}, K_{IC}, \omega_c)
\]

Moreover, this study assumes that for the employment of stability boundary locus method, the fractional order degree \( (\lambda) \) of integral controller and communication time delay parameter are fixed in any value, and, thus, these parameters do not have the uncertainty.

4. Results
In the section, the effect of fractional order controller and GPM specifications on robust stability regions for the time-delayed MG having perturbed coefficients is broadly investigated. Then, performance of the obtained robust PI controller gains is investigated under large disturbance events such as load, wind, and solar powers fluctuations. The MG system parameters are taken from \([3, 11]\) and are shown as follows:

\[
T_{FC} = 4; K_{FC} = 1; K_{ES} = 1; T_{ES} = 1; K_{MT} = 0.04; M = 10; D = 1; K_{PL} = 1K_{IL} = 1
\]

(22)

Our main purpose is to extract the robust stability region of interval MG having uncertainties. The parametric variations are applied to important parameters such as time constants and gains of FC and ES along with droop characteristic, damping and inertia of MG system. Upper and lower limits of MG transfer function \(G_p(s)\) are computed for parametric uncertainty of \( \delta = \pm 15\% \) and the interval transfer function is given as follows:

\[
G_p(s) = \frac{[b_2, \bar{b}_2]s^2 + [b_1, \bar{b}_1]s + b_0}{[a_3, \bar{a}_3]s^3 + [a_2, \bar{a}_2]s^2 + [a_1, \bar{a}_1]s + [a_0, \bar{a}_0]}
\]

(23)

Where upper and lower limits of coefficients in the numerator and denominator of the interval transfer function \(G_p(s)\) are calculated as follows:

\[
a_0 \in [a_0, \bar{a}_0] = [30.86, 22.29]; a_1 \in [a_1, \bar{a}_1] = [191.8, 106.07]; a_2 \in [a_2, \bar{a}_2] = [227.8, 101.41]; \\
a_3 \in [a_3, \bar{a}_3] = [60.84, 24.57]; b_2 \in [b_2, \bar{b}_2] = [5.29, 2.89]; b_1 \in [b_1, \bar{b}_1] = [5.75, 4.25]; b_0 = 1.
\]

(24)
It should be noted that only $b_0 = 1$ from numerator coefficients is independent of system parameters. The sixteen transfer functions could be established using (23) as stated in (12), and these transfer functions result in Kharitonov characteristic polynomials $\Delta_n(s, \lambda, \tau) \; (n = 1, 2, ..., 16)$ as represented in (13). The fractional order degree and time delay value of the MG system without GPM specifications ($A = 1, \phi = 0^\circ$) are selected as $\lambda = 0.8$ and $\tau = 2s$, respectively. Sweeping the crossing frequency in range of $\omega_c \in [0.1]$, the each stability region corresponding to each Kharitonov characteristic polynomials represented by $\Delta_n(s, \lambda, \tau) \; (n = 1, 2, ..., 16)$ is computed by SBL method described in (14)-(20). Resulting sixteen stability regions are illustrated in Figure 3. It is inferred from this figure that the boundaries of shaded region constitute the intersection region containing the robust PI controller parameters, ensuring the robustness of the interval MG against the parametric variations.

Moreover, the significant effect of fractional order parameter on the robust stability regions can be observed from Figure 4 where the fractional order value is varied in a range of $\lambda \in [0.6, 1.2]$ for $A = 1, \phi = 0^\circ$, $\tau = 2s$, uncertainty of $\delta = \pm 15\%$. It is seen from Figure 4 that the robust stability regions for $\lambda < 1$ are larger than the ones for $\lambda \geq 1$. Therefore, it could be concluded that robustness margin of the MG for $\lambda < 1$ considerably expands. The performances of the fractional order based robust PI controller gains presented in Figure 4 are evaluated for $\lambda = 0.6 - 1.2$. In order to examine the robustness on frequency responses of the interval MG, a test scenario including fluctuations of various loads (industrial and residential), wind and solar powers is formed. Multiplying the standard deviations of loads, wind and solar powers given in (7) with the randomly output fluctuations derived using white noise block in MATLAB/Simulink environment [2, 43], the power fluctuations are simulated within $t = 300s$. Figure 5 displays this scenario which shows a large disturbance event by loads and highly penetrated RESs into MG system. These power fluctuations are simultaneously applied to illustrate the effectiveness of robust FOPI controller on frequency responses of the MG system. Figure 6 depicts frequency deviations for $\lambda = 0.6 - 1.2$ when fixed in a PI controller gains ($K_{PC} = 12, K_{IC} = 1.5$) marked by '*' in Figure 4. It can be observed from Figure 6 that the frequency responses for $\lambda < 1$ exhibit a good dynamic performance and peak overshoots of frequency deviation substantially decrease. Moreover, Figure 6 clearly indicates that the frequency deviations within acceptable ranges are maintained and thus selected PI
controller gains inside robust region provide the robustness of system frequency for the all fractional order of integral controller.

![Figure 4. Variation of robustness margins for different fractional order values.](image)

**Figure 4.** Variation of robustness margins for different fractional order values.

![Figure 5. Housing loads, wind and solar power fluctuations.](image)

**Figure 5.** Housing loads, wind and solar power fluctuations.

In order to examine the robust performance ensuring the desired gain and/or phase margins, fractional order degree, the variations in system parameters, the time delay and the crossing frequency range are selected
as $\lambda = 0.8$, $\delta = \pm 15\%$, $\tau = 2s$ and $\omega_c \in [0, 1.1]$, respectively. Supposing that desired GPMs are $\phi \geq 20^0$ and $A \geq 1.5$, it can be computed all robust stabilizing $K_{PC}$ and $K_{IC}$ ensuring the stability of each of sixteen Kharitonov transfer functions given in (12). First, the procedure of (13)–(20) is employed to identify the stability regions of Kharitonov transfer functions (12) for specific PM as $\phi = 20^0$ and the intersection of the stability regions is denoted by R1, indicating robust stability region corresponding to desired PM ($\phi = 20^0$) in Figure 7. Similarly, SBL method (13)-(20) is implemented to identify the stability regions of Kharitonov transfer functions for specific GM as $A = 1.5$ and the corresponding robust stability region is depicted by R2 in Figure 7. The shaded intersection of R1 and R2 robust stability regions defines the all robust stabilizing $K_{PC}$ and $K_{IC}$ parameters corresponding to desired GPMs $A \geq 1.5$ and $\phi \geq 20^0$. Finally, the robust stability region not having GPM specification is calculated for $A = 1$ and $\phi = 0^0$ in (13)-(20) and shown by R3 in Figure 7. It should be observed from Figure 7 that the robust regions having desired GPMs are much smaller as compared with robust region R3. The test scenario is simultaneously applied to illustrate the effectiveness of GPM based robust PI controller gains on frequency responses of MG system. Simulation studies for different PI controller gains marked by '*' inside GPMs based robust stability regions in Figure 7 are carried out within $t = 300s$. These robust controller gains are ($K_{PC} = 4, K_{IC} = 1$) in R1, ($K_{PC} = 4, K_{IC} = 2$) in R2 and ($K_{PC} = 4, K_{IC} = 3$) in R3, respectively. In this case, Figure 8 shows the robust frequency responses of the MG for three robust controller parameters. It can be seen from Figure 8 that selected robust PI controller parameters could maintain the frequency stabilization for the studied MG, verifying the robust stability performance of the interval MG. From a practical perspective, Figure 8 indicates that gain and/or phase margin specifications improve settling time and overshoot performance specifications of MG system as compared with dynamical response without GPMs ($A = 1, \phi = 0^0$). Especially, it is observed that the interval MG system is faster for the chosen gains ($K_{PC} = 4, K_{IC} = 1$) from robust stability region R1 with desired GPMs ($A \geq 1.5$, $\phi \geq 20^0$).

Finally, Figure 9 illustrates the chance of the robust stability regions for parametric uncertainties of $\delta = \pm 5\% - \pm 35\%$. For this, fractional order value, GPM specifications and the time delay are chosen as $\lambda = 0.8$, $\omega_c = 20^0$, $\tau = 2s$. The frequency responses for different fractional order values.

Figure 6. The frequency responses for different fractional order values.
\[ \tau = 2s \text{ and } A = 1, \phi = 0^0. \] Figure 9 illustrates that the set of robust PI controller gains and size of robust stability regions decrease as the system parametric uncertainties increase for \( \delta = \pm 5\% - \pm 35\% \).

![Figure 7. GPMs based robust stability regions for \( \lambda = 0.8 \) and \( \tau = 2s \).](image)

![Figure 8. Frequency responses for robust PI parameters.](image)

5. Conclusion
In this paper, the effect of the fractional order of the integral controller and GPMs on robust stability regions of the time-delayed interval MG is broadly studied. In this way, the robust PI controller values guaranteeing robust performance along with robust stability of the interval MG system are computed. It is seen that the order of the integral controller for \( \lambda < 1 \) increases robust stability regions and thereby substantially enhances the robustness.
margin of the MG system. Moreover, it is observed that GPMs based robust performance regions exhibit a good robust performance in terms of damping, settling time, and overshoots. Finally, the effect of parametric uncertainties on the robust regions is investigated. It is observed that robust stability regions decrease with the increase of variations in the system parameters.

In the future, the MG system will be enhanced by fuel-cell and electric vehicle (EV) models with secondary control loop. Considering the penetration of RESs and the parametric variations of system, the robust stability regions ensuring the robust controller parameters of the enhanced MG system with communication time delay will be computed to evaluate the robust dynamic behavior and stability of the system.
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Appendix

Coefficients of numerator and denominator expressed in (9) are as follows:
\[
\begin{align*}
    a_0 &= (D + K_{ES} - K_{FC} + 1/K_{MT});
    a_1 &= (T_{ES} + T_{FC}) (D + 1/K_{MT}) + M + K_{ES}T_{FC} - K_{FC}T_{ES}; \\
    a_2 &= MT_{ES} + MT_{FC} + T_{ES}T_{FC} (D + 1/K_{MT});
    a_3 &= MT_{ES}T_{FC}; b_0 = 1; \\
    b_1 &= T_{ES} + T_{FC}; b_2 = T_{ES}T_{FC}.
\end{align*}
\] (25)

Upper and lower limits of numerator and denominator expressed in (10) and (11) are:
\[
\begin{align*}
    \overline{a_0} &= \overline{MT_{ES}T_{FC}}; \overline{a_2} = \overline{MT_{ES} + \overline{MT_{FC} + \overline{T_{ES}T_{FC} (D + 1/K_{MT})}}};
    \overline{a_3} &= \overline{T_{ES} + \overline{T_{FC}} (D + 1/K_{MT})} + M + K_{ES}T_{FC} - K_{FC}T_{ES}; \\
    \overline{a_1} &= \overline{T_{ES} + \overline{T_{FC}} (D + 1/K_{MT})} + M + K_{ES}T_{FC} - K_{FC}T_{ES};
    \overline{a_0} &= \overline{(D + K_{ES} - K_{FC} + 1/K_{MT})}; \\
    \overline{b_0} &= \overline{T_{ES} + \overline{T_{FC}}}; b_1 = \overline{T_{ES} + T_{FC}}; b_2 = T_{ES}T_{FC}; b_1 = T_{ES} + T_{FC};
\end{align*}
\] (26)

The coefficients of the characteristic equation obtained in (14) are as follows:
\[
\begin{align*}
    p_5 &= (a_3 + K_{PL}M b_2); p_4 = (a_2 + DK_{PL}b_2 + K_{IL}M b_2 + K_{PL}M b_1); \\
    p_3 &= (a_1 + DK_{IL}b_2 + DK_{PL}b_1 + K_{IL}M b_1 + K_{PL}M b_0); \\
    p_2 &= (a_0 + DK_{IL}b_1 + DK_{PL}b_0 + K_{IL}M b_0); \\
    p_1 &= (DK_{IL}b_0); q_4 = AK_{PC}K_{PL}b_2; q_3 = AK_{PC} (K_{IL}b_2 + K_{PL}b_1) + AK_{IC} K_{PL} b_2; \\
    q_2 &= AK_{IC} (K_{IL}b_2 + K_{PL}b_1) + AK_{PC} (K_{IL}b_1 + K_{PL}b_0); \\
    q_1 &= AK_{IC} (K_{IL}b_1 + K_{PL}b_0) + AK_{PC} K_{IL} b_0; q_0 = AK_{IC} K_{IL} b_0; \\
    q_4 &= q_3 = AK_{PL}b_2; q_3 = q_2 = A(K_{IL}b_2 + K_{PL}b_1); \\
    q_2 &= q_1 = A(K_{IL}b_1 + K_{PL}b_0); q_1 = q_0 = AK_{IL} b_0.
\end{align*}
\] (27)